Phoscrete 2020 Liquid Activator Technical Bulletin
To our valued customers, reps and distributors:
Effective immediately, Phoscrete is shipping Liquid Activator produced by a new
supplier. We performed extensive lab and field testing on the new liquid phosphate
to confirm equal performance. The product is chemically identical to the old
activator, but the color is clearer and the ratio of liquid to dry is different.
It is important that new jugs mix only with new bags and old with old.
The new jugs are distinguished by a green bar on the label. Only Dry Mix bags with
a lot number beginning with "0" (for 2020) or a green bar or sticker on the bag
should be mixed with the green bar jugs.
Dry mix bags with lot numbers beginning with "9" were produced in 2019, etc.
Shelf life for our bags remains at 2 years, and jugs still have a shelf life of 1 year. So
long as your older product is within the shelf life, there is no concern about
installing it.
To avoid confusion of new and old bags and jugs, we encourage you to install all the
older material first (and as soon as possible).
All products produced by Phoscrete starting in 2020 will use the new activator.
This includes Phoscrete HC (Horizontal/Castable), Phoscrete VO
(Vertical/Overhead), and Phoscrete SG (Shotcrete/Gunite).
If you have any questions regarding materials you have on-hand or materials you
may need, please contact me or your Phoscrete representative.
Best,
Jeff Schonis, Quality Control Manager
jeff@phoscrete.com +1-954-573-4800

For additional information including complete installation guidelines,
technical and material safety data sheets, please visit our website.
If you have questions, please do not hesitate to contact your local Phoscrete
representative or call our corporate offices for application assistance.
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